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Now more than ever, the future of our nation's middle class depends on the health of our
local economies.

In this recession/depression no level of independent institutions has suffered as harsh as our Arizona small
businesses suffered. Our small businessmen and women cannot get loans without ridiculous terms like 50 %
loan to value. Big Banks say they loan, but the reality is far different. Small Banks are hampered by loan ration
reserves and new tightening Federal restraints .. Our State government is suffering from the extended bloat we
had enjoyed for several years and we are not out of the woods yet. The federal Government has nationally
consolidated our big banks, and the tightening new regulations, ratios, and requirements are choking small
banks, business and our entrepreneurial attitude. The result is detrimental to our basic free enterprise system in
America. Over the past few years the sharpest fall-off in lending since 1942 occurred as our credit markets have
pulled back. This damaging cycle has not yet abated, despite the recovery of the handful of Wall Street financial
companies that set off the Great Recession. And this is even after our Federal Tax dollars (Hundreds of
Billions) bailed them out. The financial crisis and its aftermath have exposed how little control our local
communities have over their local economies. There is an opportunity for Arizona to move now, stifle the
central government's move toward socialism and total control of our credit flow while at the same time
shouting out very loud to the country: "Arizona is open to new business, and the growth of the century starts
here" We can establish a State Bank as only one other state has (North Dakota) and it will be a partnership bank
lending to other banks in Arizona.

Only one state ran a large budget surplus in 2010 and cut both personal and business taxes during the recession.
It also has the lowest unemployment and foreclosure rates in the country.
It has weathered the financial crisis without losing a single bank. Alone amongst our states only one had the
wherewithal to keep credit moving to small businesses when they needed it most. The loan amounts per capita
for small banks in this state are fully 175% higher than the U.S. average in the last five years,
While small business owners in most states struggled to get credit during the recession, owners and

entrepreneurs in this state continued to have access to the fair and reliable loans they've always been able to get
from their local banks. That state is North Dakota and it alone has a STATE BANK. The Bank of North Dakota
(BND) operates at a profit. BND has paid about half of its profits directly into North Dakota's General Fund
each year. BND's business lending actually grew from 2007 to 2009 (the tightest months of the credit crisis) by
35 percent. BND accomplished this through participation loans. BND contributes to a community bank's loan,
in order to free up the bank's capital for more lending. Its loan losses are lower than the national average for
similarly-sized banks Having a public "banker's bank" or wholesale bank, however, has helped North Dakota
buck the national trend BND's charter states explicitly that BND is to support, not compete, with local banks.
By putting the state's deposits to work expanding local credit markets,



BND is a critical contributor to the state's economic strength.
Bank of North Dakota's Beginning Entrepreneur Guarantee Program

which provided the bank an 85 percent guarantee on the loan.
Bank of North Dakota helped Northland Financial a North Dakota bank

with four branches in small communities, to offer programs that might not otherwise be possible for the bank.
:A second business wanted to increase the capacity of his company, Do All

Metal Fabricating. He received a loan for 60 percent of the purchase price from the Bank of North Dakota's
Business Loan Participation Program with the United Community Bank.
creatmo new The owners of Twisted Bakery in Dickinson, ND" decided to expand their sales
nationally. Baking without gluten requires special machinery and a larger-than-average staff but with a loan
from Dakota Community Bank and BND, the bakery was able to expand operations and hire new workers

Arizona and America's problem; HIGH FINANCE HAS FAILED L.OCAL ECONOMIES
The dramatic changes to the national banking system have affected small business lending and public finance.
Policymakers in Washington have fundamentally altered the landscape of banking in just over a decade, and the
landscape is clearly designed for the multinational Wall Street bank. The past excesses of our biggest banks that
produced the near--collapse of our financial system and now federal officials seemed to have doubled down on
the "bigger, riskier" strategy. mega-mergers- (Wells Fargo's absorption ofWachovia, JPMorgan Chase's
purchase of Bear Steams and Washington Mutual, for instance) And Bank of America's deals for Merrill
Lynch and Countrywide then nurtured these fragile conglomerates!! With billions in taxpayer dollars, five
banks in the U.S. in 20 1O-Bank of America, Wells Fargo, JPMorgan Chase, Citigroup, and PNC-now
control more deposits than the next largest 45 banks combined Today, just one percent of the country's banks
have more branches than all of the rest combined ..The public has offered $7.8 trillion since the 2008 Troubled
Asset Relief Program (TARP), and other programs The primary selling point for bailing-out the financial
sector was to keep credit flowing to individuals and businesses. AND THIS HAS NOT HAPPENED!!
Examples .....
Bank of America: $45 billion in TARP funds. Cut 32,000 U.S. jobs and bought
a $7 billion stake in China Construction Bank three weeks after receiving $15 billion
in TARP funds.40 Bank of America's Global Wealth President SAID "In 2010, 70 cents of every dollar of new
growth will come from emerging markets. Only 16 cents will come from the U.S.
Citigroup: $45 billion in TARP funds. Cut 51,175 jobs, and has set up 427subsidiaries in tax-haven countries
to shelter eamings.42 60 percent of Citi revenue comes from overseas operations, and the bank announced plans
in 20 I0 to expand commercial banking in Asia by at least 15 percent.
JPMorgan Chase: $25 billion in TARP funds. Cut 14,000 jobs and focused on expanding overseas
investments with the purchases of a unit of the Royal Bank:of Scotland, a Brazilian management firm, and First
Capital Securities in China ..
US Bank: $6.6 billion in TARP funds. Announced a new partnership in 2010 with Paris-based Societe
Generale Securities Services to expand into Europe.

The two banks that took the most from taxpayers-Bank of America and Citigroup-are lending 94 percent and
64 percent less respectively to small businesses today than they did in the pre-crisis economy.
Of the small businesses that were able to pry credit from big banks in the last three years, many were pushed
from lower-rate loans like the SBA 7(a) to variable rate credit cards. The average small business credit card
interest rate is 16 percent, over twice as high as the average business loan. Many State policymakers are
recognizing that the following three trends could combine to make permanent the fall-off in small business
lending and the jobs that follow it:



• Federal support for bank consolidation and implicit subsidization of the "Too Big to Fail" Wall Street bank
business model.
• Large bank willingness to shift activities away from small business lending.
• Elimination of more than a thousand community banks by takeover or failure in the last three years alone
Partnership Banks could create thousands of new local jobs millions in new state revenue and billions in
additional business lending while Partnership Banks fulfill their local economy mandate by supporting the
private community banks that our national banking policy has largely left behind. Even though they have less
than one-third of banking assets, community banks account for more than half of small business lending.
Partnership Banks therefore help increase lending to small businesses, which have been responsible for two out
of every three jobs created over the past 17 years. In order to compete with the biggest banks, community
banks almost always require a combination of more capital, higher loan-to-asset ratios, and a broader lending
portfolio Partnership Banks can provide all three.

Wall Street Banks Gouge Local Communities and this is what many feel has happened.
Auction rate securities and interest rate swaps were touted as sophisticated financial instruments-common on
Wall Street but unknown on Main Street neither worked as billed. Interest rate swap deals left banks to pay
rates below 0.5 percent while local governments cut budgets to pay interest rates of three percent or more. In its
toughest budget year in decades, Oregon must send $13.5 million per year to Bank of America, Morgan
Stanley, and JPMorgan Chase in interest rate payments on swaps deals used to fund infrastructure projects.
Faced with a $19 million annual payment to Wall Street, the Los Angeles City Council voted in 2010 to move
nearly $30 billion in city business away from any company that refused to renegotiate a swap deal.
Now, compare that to in North Dakota, where BND makes room for community banks in credit markets that
would otherwise fall to the biggest banks. Instead of competing with community banks or 'crowding out'
private funding, BND's support for local banks has a 'crowding in' effect. BND helped keep the state's banks
liquid and lending when big banks were cutting off credit in much of the rest of the country.

AN ARIZONA SOLUTION: Partnership Banks to help our state raise revenue without raising
taxes

In addition to diminishing cash flow at private businesses, recessions also create sharp and untimely fall-offs in
tax receipts that governments depend on to maintain services and other investments in the local economy. An
Arizona public Main Street Partnership Bank could help us break this self-defeating cycle by providing a new
source of revenue that is not dependent on taxes. ( Imagine if we had been able to remortgage our state
buildings to ourselves instead of the sale buyback program we have!) First, the BND bank contributes about
$30 million each year from its profits to the state and we could as well.. And the BND dividend has totaled
nearly $350 million over the last decade, Second, the bank is able to provide an immediate bridge to the state
government when federal money, for disaster relief, stimulus payments or even Medicaid reimbursements are
slow in coming. Third, BND pays the state treasury a market-average rate for its deposits. In FY 2010, North
Dakota gained an estimated $23.4 million from the interest on state deposits held at BND and $63.2 million in
FY 2009-2010 BND profits, a total of$5.28 cents per dollar deposited. Compare that to the $2.53 cents per
dollar that Washington State's Treasurer received in 2009-2010 from its depository banks. WHAT DID
ARIZONA RECEIVE ?



Finally, Partnership Banks can save local governments from paying volatile Wall Street prices for
infrastructure projects.

Partnership Banks could help governments find credit at more affordable terms than Wall Street deals. For
example the Bank of North Dakota provides Letters of Credit to state and local governments as they seek bond
market financing for projects. The BND role has made finding buyers for local government debt easier and
saved taxpayer dollars. "One of the frequently cited reasons for Oregon's sluggish recovery has been a shortage
of bank financing. Surveys by the Main Street Alliance in Oregon and Washington show at least 75 percent
support among small business owners for Partnership Banks.
The Bank of North Dakota is a public structure that makes the credit markets work for the state's economy. It is
also a rare example of a bi-partisan economic policy approach. In one of the nation's most conservative states-
every elected state official in North Dakota can safely be described as a conservative Republican

THE IMPORTANCE OF HOW IT OPERATES.

The formula for BND's bi-partisan success in the state is its prudent, non-controversial success as an institution.
BND has safeguards in place to manage risk. BND operates like an independent financial institution rather than
a state agency. These safeguards include:
• Independent audits. The bank is audited annually by an outside firm,
• Risk management. BND does not carry below-market rate or above-average risk loans
• Loan loss reserves. No loan portfolio is immune to loan failures, and BND's loan-loss allowance was
1.79 percent in mid-2010, compared to the 2.03 percent average at similarly-sized banks .
• Capital standards. BND maintains its capital ratio at eight to 10 percent for all levels of capital, higher than the
Federal Reserve's standard.
• Loan reviews, lending limits, underwriting standards. All loan decisions are reviewed by committee and senior
management. Larger loans are reviewed by the Advisory Board of community bank professionals, and by the
bank's governing board.
• Credit review. An internal independent department reports directly to the bank president and Advisory Board
on risk ratings.

THE BOTTOM LINE FOR US THIS.

As finance has grown more concentrated, speculative and globally focused over the past decade, it has also
grown less accountable to the real economy, particularly at the local level. Our citizens, entrepreneurs,
Governors and Treasurers across the country are beginning to realize that they can no longer wait for Wall
Street to reinvest in their communities, or to provide fairer terms for their investment and banking services.
Federal fiscal policies are a danger to our free enterprise system, our freedoms and the opportunities of a free
society. We need to think outside of the constrained box, develop a tool from a segment of society we normally
would not. A government run quasi public private enterprise from the great State of Arizona, independent of
state politicians, being able to say to the world that Arizona is open to small business in spite of Federal
policies such as social engineering that created the big bubble that just burst.



MY CONCLUSION
A "Main Street Partnership Bank", an ARIZONA STATE BANK could be modeled on the
nearly lOO-year-oldpublic Bank of North Dakota (BND). This public policy innovation-also
known as a Public Bank or State Bank--could contribute to the health of local community
banks, our state budgets (Imagine if we had been able to remortgage our state buildings to
ourselves instead of the sale buyback program we have!) and small business job growth in an
era of rapid banking concentration, budget deficits and disinvestment on Main Street. This
Arizona Partnership Bank could raise revenue for our state without raising taxes, and increase
loans to small businesses precisely when Wall Street banks have cut back on lending and raised
public borrowing costs. An Arizona Partnership Bank could act as a "banker's bank" to in-state
community banks and provide the state government with both banking services at fair terms and
an annual multi-million dollar dividend. It could also

• Generate new revenue for states
• Lower debt costs for local governments

• Strengthen local banks
• Even out credit cycles, and preserve competition in local credit

markets
• Build up small business

• Act as a barrier to further anti-free enterprise
policies

• Be a solid "open for business sign" for
Arizona

We held hearings on this in the Banking committee and received a lot of constructive communications but
we never brought it to a vote. I will now bring this to the employment and regulatory committee for us to
discuss its merits for Arizona and perhaps move the bill forward.

Representative John Fillmore

(The material in this presentation is based upon primarily the "Banking on America" presentation by Jason Judd and Heather McHee. Their
expertise and knowledge has been valuable for me and there is a vast appreciation for their work. All facts and figure presented have data for
backup. I have modified and consolidated for brevity and put into my words.)


